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Abstract 17 
A major concern for the world’s ecosystems is the possibility of collapse, where landscapes and the 18 
societies they support change abruptly. Accelerating stress levels, increasing frequencies of extreme 19 
events, and strengthening inter-system connections suggest that conventional modelling approaches 20 
based on incremental changes in a single stress may provide poor estimates of the impact of climate 21 
and human activities on ecosystems. We conduct experiments on four models that simulate abrupt 22 
changes in the Chilika lagoon fishery, the Easter Island community, forest dieback and lake water 23 
quality – representing ecosystems with a range of anthropogenic interactions. Collapses occur sooner 24 
under increasing levels of primary stress, but additional stresses and/or the inclusion of noise in all 25 
four models bring the collapses substantially closer to today by ~38-81%. We discuss the implications 26 
for further research and the need for humanity to be vigilant for signs that ecosystems are degrading 27 
even more rapidly than previously thought. 28 
 29 
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 31 
Main text: 32 
 33 
For many observers, UK Chief Scientist’s John Beddington’s argument that the world faced a ‘Perfect 34 
Storm’ of global events by 20301 has now become a prescient warning. Recent mention of ‘ghastly 35 
futures’2, ‘widespread ecosystem collapse’3, and ‘domino effects on sustainability goals’4 tap into a 36 
growing consensus within some scientific communities that the Earth is rapidly destabilising through 37 
‘cascades of collapse’5.  Kareiva and Carranza6 even speculate on ‘end-of-world’ scenarios involving 38 
transgressing planetary boundaries (climate, freshwater and ocean acidification), accelerating 39 
reinforcing (i.e. positive) feedback mechanisms and multiplicative stresses.  Prudent risk management 40 
clearly requires consideration of the factors that may lead to these bad-to-worst-case scenarios7. Put 41 
simply, the choices we make about ecosystems and landscape management can accelerate change 42 
unexpectedly. 43 
 44 
The potential for rapid destabilisation of Earth’s ecosystems is, in part, supported by observational 45 
evidence for increasing rates of change in key drivers and interactions between systems at the global 46 
scale (SI-1). For example, despite decreases in global birth rates and increases in renewable energy 47 
generation, the general trends of population, greenhouse gas concentrations and economic drivers 48 
(such as gross domestic product) are upwards8,9 – often with acceleration through the 20th and 21st 49 
centuries. Similar non-stationary trends for ecosystem degradation10 imply that unstable sub-systems 50 
are common. Furthermore, there is strong evidence globally for the increased frequency and 51 
magnitude of erratic events, such as heatwaves and precipitation extremes11. Examples include the 52 



sequence of European summer droughts since 201512, fire-promoting phases of the tropical Pacific 53 
and Indian ocean variability13, and regional flooding11, already implicated in reduced crop yields14, and 54 
increased fatalities and normalised financial costs9.   55 
 56 
The increased frequency and magnitude of erratic events is expected to continue throughout the 57 
twenty-first century. The IPCC AR6 concludes that “multiple climate hazards will occur simultaneously, 58 
and multiple climatic and non-climatic risks will interact, resulting in compounding overall risk and 59 
risks cascading across sectors and regions”11. Overall, global warming will increase the frequency of 60 
unprecedented extreme events11, raise the probability of compound events15, and ultimately could 61 
combine to make multiple system failures more likely16. For example, there is a risk that multiple 62 
tipping points can be triggered within the Paris Agreement range of 1.5 to 2°C warming, including 63 
collapse of the Greenland and West Antarctic ice sheets, die-off of low-latitude coral reefs, and 64 
widespread abrupt permafrost thaw17. These tipping points are contentious and with low likelihood 65 
in absolute terms, but with potentially large impacts should they occur. In evaluating models of real 66 
world systems, we therefore need to be careful that we capture complex feedback networks and the 67 
effects of multiple drivers of change that may act either antagonistically or synergistically18–20. 68 
Prompted by these ideas and findings, we use computer simulation models based on four real-world 69 
ecosystems to explore how the impacts of multiple growing stresses from human activities, global 70 
warming and more interactions between systems could shorten the time left before some of the 71 
world’s ecosystems may collapse. 72 
 73 
Intuitively, stronger interactions between systems may be expected to increase the numbers of drivers 74 
of any one system, change driver behaviour and generate more system noise. As a result, we would 75 
anticipate that higher levels of stress, more drivers and noise may bring forward threshold-dependent 76 
changes more quickly. For example, for any particular system (e.g. the Amazon forest) it is possible to 77 
envisage a time sequence that starts with one main driver (e.g. deforestation), then multiple drivers 78 
(e.g. deforestation plus global warming), more noise through extreme events (e.g. more droughts and 79 
wildfires), with additional feedback mechanisms that enhance the drivers (e.g. diminished internal 80 
water cycle and more severe droughts). A vortex could therefore emerge, with drivers generating 81 
noisier systems as climate variability and the incidence of extreme events increases. Under worst-case 82 
scenarios, the circle becomes faster as reinforcing feedbacks accelerate connections or human 83 
activities increase stress levels. However, extreme events could also counteract each other (e.g. 84 
extreme droughts and extreme rainfall events) and interconnections could also have weakening 85 
effects – for example where increased plant growth driven by increased CO2 is counterbalanced by 86 
increased temperatures and droughts. To date, there is limited observational evidence showing that 87 
ecosystems have a record of tipping between alternate stable states21. 88 
 89 
Ashwin et al.’s19 mathematical tripartite classification of critical transitions includes slow driver 90 
bifurcations, rate-induced (fast/cumulative driver) and noise-induced (extreme event) tipping points. 91 
However, previous studies tend to focus on each of these categories individually. For example, there 92 
is a well-established body of physics and mathematical theory on ‘mean exit times’22, with studies 93 
investigating the timing of tipping points in rate-induced18–20 or noisy19,23,24 systems. However, despite 94 
calls for more experimental evidence of the impacts of climate variability and extremes on 95 
ecosystems25,26, the relative importance or combined effect of fast drivers, multiple drivers and noisy 96 
system drivers on the collapse of real world ecosystems is not known. Critical transitions driven by 97 
current pollution forcings such as greenhouse gas emissions27 and nutrient loadings28 are likely to be 98 
novel, well beyond the envelope of natural variability. Hence, we avoid the use of the terms critical 99 
transition and tipping points, used formally in dynamical systems theory to represent shifts to 100 
alternative attractors, and focus on abrupt threshold-dependent changes (ATDCs) that would be 101 
perceived by society as the quantitative (e.g. fish stock integrity) and/or qualitative (e.g. ecosystem 102 
functions) collapse of a desirable system state29,30.  103 



 104 
We have selected a range of system dynamic models that have been previously used to demonstrate 105 
generalisable findings (e.g. with regard to safely overshooting ATDCs27) and can be externally 106 
manipulated to simulate internal emergent ATDCs at local and regional scales – as if they were 107 
impacted through stronger connections to other systems. Reflecting modern ecosystems, these 108 
models show varied anthropogenic interactions, ranging from social-ecological systems with strongly 109 
coupled human-nature feedbacks to ecological systems with predominantly one-way interactions 110 
where ecosystems are influenced by the external impacts of people. The ability of these models to 111 
capture feedback-loops, delays and interactions between components is well established31,32, and has 112 
motivated their use in various recent studies of sustainability and resilience21,33–35. Therefore, guided 113 
by Ashwin et al.’s19 typology of tipping points, we aim to generalise the dynamics of increasing the 114 
numbers of drivers, their rates and variability (as proxies for stronger interactions between systems 115 
and noise) on the speed at which ATDCs are reached in four ecosystem dynamics models (Figure 1): 116 
Lake Chilika lagoon fishery21,33, Easter Island36, Lake phosphorus28,37, and a modified version of The 117 
Hadley Centre Dynamic Global Vegetation Model (TRIFFID) of forest dieback27,38.   118 
 119 
Results 120 
As described in the Methods, the four models each have a primary (baseline) slow driver (Figure 2: 121 
grey boxplots), where linear changes in their trajectories over time can initiate ATDCs in their 122 
respective outcome variable (Lake Chilika: fish population; Easter Island: human population; TRIFFID: 123 
tree coverage; Lake phosphorus: lake phosphorus concentration). When the strength of the primary 124 
slow driver in each model is increased, the modelled systems collapse sooner - as defined by a 125 
statistical breakpoint in their temporal trends (see Methods Section 3.2). Increasing the strength of 126 
multiple drivers with additional secondary and tertiary drivers further reduces the breakpoint date 127 
(Figure 2), with variation around these median responses determined by the relative strength of the 128 
additional drivers – with addition of a weak secondary driver bringing forward the start of system 129 
collapse substantially less than the addition of a strong secondary driver (Figure S2-1). 130 
 131 
In addition to earlier breakpoint dates, extra drivers can also cause ATDCs at levels where it would be 132 
resilient to the primary slow driver in isolation (SI-2). For example, across the 1000 timesteps of the 133 
Lake phosphorus model, the system is stable at normalised baseline driver rates up to 0.348 (i.e., Lake 134 
phosphorus concentration does not go through a breakpoint; Figure S2-4D). However, the addition of 135 
a single secondary driver of normalised strength 0.3 can lead to breakpoints occurring at normalised 136 
primary driver strengths 0.312 (reduction from baseline: 0.036 [10.3%]; Figure S2-4D), and the 137 
addition of an extra tertiary driver with normalised strength 0.3 can lead to breakpoints at normalised 138 
primary strengths 0.270 (reduction from baseline: 0.078 [22.4%]; Figure S2-4D). With all additional 139 
drivers, 12.3% of breakpoints observed in the Lake phosphorus model occurred at primary driver 140 
strengths below the minimum threshold required to result in a breakpoint when the primary driver is 141 
acting in isolation (Lake Chilika: 1.2%; Easter Island: 14.8%; TRIFFID: 7.7%; Table S2-1). 142 
 143 
Next, for each of the four models, the trajectories of the primary slow drivers were randomly 144 
perturbed by the addition of noise (Methods Section 2.3). Noise was generated within the system 145 
dynamics software used to run the models (STELLA39) by randomly sampling per timestep from a 146 
normal distribution with a mean value of 0 and standard deviation of σ (sigma) , meaning that random 147 
perturbations on the system could work in both positive (σ > 0) and negative directions (σ < 0). The 148 
value of σ was randomly sampled once per simulation to explore the effects of different noise scales 149 
on the time to reach the breakpoint date (Methods Section 2.3). The addition of high noise 150 
(normalised σ values > 0.666) shows that increasing the variability of the primary slow driver (in 151 
isolation) across all four models can bring forward the date of system collapse (Figure 3).  152 
 153 



The effects outlined above are synergistic – combining multiple drivers with noise further reduces the 154 
breakpoint date beyond the effects of either multiple drivers or noise acting alone (Figure 4). For 155 
example, at a normalised slow baseline driver strength of 0.3 in the Easter Island model (Figure 4B), 156 
the addition of low uncoupled noise (normalised σ values ≤ 0.333) with all possible additional drivers 157 
switched on with normalised strengths of over 0.666 (i.e. ‘high’ secondary and tertiary trajectories) 158 
brings the median breakpoint forward from timestep 1179 to timestep 426 (63.8% reduction), 159 
whereas high noise levels (defined as normalised σ values > 0.666) brings the breakpoint forward from 160 
timestep 1179 to timestep 225 (80.9% reduction). The finding that the breakpoint date is most 161 
advanced by the combination of high noise and high secondary trajectories is consistent across the 162 
other three models, with the median breakpoint date at a normalised slow baseline driver strength of 163 
0.3 changing from year 2047 to year 2035 (37.5% reduction) for Lake Chilika, timestep 238 to timestep 164 
92 (61.3% reduction) for TRIFFID, and timestep 848 to timestep 388 (54.2% reduction) for Lake 165 
phosphorus. Across all combinations of noise and multiple drivers, 1.7%, 7.5%, 6.6% and 8.9% of 166 
modelled breakpoints occurred at primary driver strengths below the minimum threshold required to 167 
result in a breakpoint when acting in isolation for Lake Chilika, Easter Island, TRIFFID and Lake 168 
phosphorus respectively (Table S2-4). 169 
 170 
All results presented above are robust to different modelling and monitoring decisions. For example, 171 
these results are consistent regardless of whether the noise is coupled to (i.e. allowed to grow with) 172 
the magnitude of the primary slow driver or uncoupled and sampled from a constant distribution 173 
(Figure S2-2 & S2-3; Table S2-3 to S2-5), and irrespective of whether linear, non-linear or threshold-174 
type boundaries40 are used to define the breakpoints (SI-4; Figures S4-1 to S4-6). 175 
 176 
Discussion  177 
Previous findings have supported the idea that Earth’s subsystems may interact to the extent that an 178 
abrupt shift in one raises the probability that a shift may occur in another41–43. In this paper we 179 
have explored through four ecosystem models how these interactions may alter the timing of ATDCs 180 
through the effects of strengthened drivers, multiple drivers and higher internal variability or 181 
noise. The potential effects are substantial with combinations of a strengthened main driver, an 182 
additional driver and noise giving at least 38-81% reductions in the future date of a predicted ATDC 183 
compared to estimates for a non-interacting system with a constant single driver and no 184 
noise. Importantly, the effect per unit time on bringing forward an ATDC is greatest at low driver 185 
trajectories, which further strengthens the suggestion that abrupt Earth system changes may occur 186 
sooner than we think (SI-1). Our findings also show that 1.2-14.8% of ATDCs can be triggered by 187 
additional drivers and/or noise below the threshold of driver strengths required to collapse the system 188 
if only a single driver were in effect. 189 
 190 
Overall, we find that as the strength of a main driver increases, the systems collapse sooner. Adding 191 
multiple drivers brings collapses further forward, as does adding noise, and the two effects can be 192 
synergistic. However, the relative importance of these changes varies across systems. For the Chilika 193 
fishery, the most influential driver is captured as the primary driver and so additional drivers have 194 
limited influence, with the addition of noise in the primary driver bringing the breakpoint date much 195 
closer to the present. For Easter Island, TRIFFID, and Lake phosphorus, the opposite is true – the 196 
addition of high levels of noise in the primary driver advances the date of system collapse far less than 197 
additional drivers. Thus, while the earliest collapses in all the systems are found when both additional 198 
drivers and noise are applied, an important implication for real world governance is that the precise 199 
importance of individual driver trajectories and noise is system-dependent. 200 
 201 
Earlier occurrence of abrupt threshold-dependent changes 202 
Our results show that systems do not collapse at a constant level of cumulative stress (i.e., total stress 203 
built up over time) irrespective of the rate of stress change (SI-5) but rather underline the importance 204 
of rate over accumulated stress18–20. Simulations where the primary, secondary or tertiary drivers 205 



change more rapidly tend to shift earlier and are less able to absorb cumulative stress (Figure SI5-1). 206 
Thus, the same ecosystem can collapse as a result of sustained/cumulative pressure of a slower driver, 207 
but will likely collapse faster if the rate of change is increased18–20. Increasingly fast driver rates will 208 
eventually overwhelm the ability of balancing feedback loops to compensate for increased stress on 209 
the system; thus, signifying a loss of resilience. In the absence of strong balancing loops, a fast driver 210 
allows reinforcing feedback loops to grow (SI-6). The driver may also re-energise dormant reinforcing 211 
feedback loops or allow new coupled, reinforcing feedback mechanisms to emerge (cf. 44). For the 212 
Easter Island, TRIFFID and Lake phosphorus models, as the balance of feedback loops shifts towards 213 
reinforcing loops, the probability that the system will be driven out of its attractor into an ATDC 214 
increases (SI-6). Additional drivers limit further the balancing ability of balancing feedback loops and 215 
increase the probability of collapse. For Lake Chilika, the pre-ATDC phase is dominated by reinforcing 216 
feedback loops driving fisher population growth towards dangerous levels, with collapse coinciding 217 
with the growth of balancing feedbacks in the form of reduced fish populations. These rebalance the 218 
system by limiting the effectiveness of the fisher population’s fishing efforts (Figure S6-1). 219 
 220 
In our analysis, the rise in driver stress is continuous over time. Where the stress is applied in discrete 221 
events, for example, wildfire events, the same response can be expected where elapsed time between 222 
events is insufficient for balancing feedback loops to rebalance the system or where significantly large 223 
stress events motivate additional amplifying loops. This is similar to the impact of extreme events (i.e., 224 
noise, Figures 3 and 4), which has the ability to push a system out of its attractor temporarily or 225 
permanently; an effect that strengthens as the system becomes increasingly sensitive to perturbations 226 
close to a potential ATDCs19,23.  However, sequences of extreme events from multiple drivers, such as 227 
extreme drought followed by extreme rainfall, may only act antagonistically where sufficient time 228 
allows for the system to repair the extreme impacts.  Our study only looks at driver noise; there could 229 
coincidentally or equally be natural ‘state’ change/noise (vertical axis on phase-plot figures) – for 230 
example, natural tree mortality, natural lake infilling, fluctuating populations in ecosystems, or ageing 231 
population, behavioural/psychological changes in the social domain – all of which could alter the 232 
probability of ATDCs even in the absence of, or changes in, the external drivers19,23. 233 
 234 
Moving forward 235 
These results have research implications for further developing and applying models of ecosystems to 236 
study ATDCs. Whilst our findings derive from models based on real-world systems, the greater 237 
complexity of reality may limit the transferability of our results. The Lake Chilika model is the most 238 
complex of the four models, with upwards of 100 model variables capturing hydroclimatic, 239 
ecohydrological, fishery and socio-economic dynamics interacting to create four balancing loops and 240 
seven reinforcing loops – and is validated against historical data33. Of all the models, it shows the least 241 
dramatic reductions in the date of any ATDC (SI-1). Therefore, it is plausible that more complex 242 
systems will have stronger regulating mechanisms that stabilise the system through sets of balancing 243 
feedback loops44, constraining the more extreme of our findings.  244 
 245 
Mechanistically, in simpler models, such as the Lake phosphorus model, regime shifts may be 246 
triggered by a single feedback loop.  In more complex models (and likely ecosystems), our analysis of 247 
feedbacks strengths shows evidence for an instability cascade through the system via multiple 248 
feedback loops. For example, the collapse in the Easter Island human population reflects the 249 
cumulative effects of several feedback loops triggered by over-harvesting the tree population. 250 
Growing instability weakens the balancing feedbacks for the tree population, rat population and 251 
agricultural carrying capacity (Figure S6-2), allowing the reinforcing loop for the decline in human 252 
population to strengthen. In general, increasing driver strengths can trigger these mechanisms earlier, 253 
whereas additional drivers have the ability to shift the nature of the cascade (e.g. including/excluding 254 
different feedbacks; Figures S6-5 to S6-8). However, in spatial terms, multiple interacting feedback 255 
mechanisms may lead to spatial re-organisation which slows the rate of collapse45,46, with stochasticity 256 



promoting temporal stability – particularly in local regions with small populations24. There is the 257 
possibility, too, that interconnections could have weakening effects and, where the impacts are slower 258 
than the system response, extreme events could counteract each other. Thus, our quantitative 259 
findings could be viewed as representing worst-case scenarios for the different ecosystems7. 260 
 261 
Nevertheless, the finding that additional stress produces qualitatively similar emergent phenomena 262 
in a range of simulation models should not be dismissed lightly47,48. The consistency across models 263 
representing varying processes, interactions and contexts may indicate that equifinality makes the 264 
accurate representation of internal system dynamics less important than the external drivers/stresses 265 
in simulating complex realities49. Clearly, model development is required to better capture the 266 
diversity of system elements, interactions, and feedbacks for more complex systems, and in particular, 267 
more realistic coupling of human decision making and ecological/environmental dynamics. With the 268 
exception of Lake Chilika33, each model in this study was originally created to study the impact of a 269 
primary driver influenced by predominantly external anthropogenic processes, presumably the driver 270 
perceived as the most impactful. Our results show that this assumption may not be the case (e.g. 271 
Easter Island) and models should include a range of plausible drivers and scenario combinations if they 272 
are to avoid underestimating the risk of ATDCs. Moreover, new ecosystem models should allow for 273 
the growth of feedback loops and long-term simulations in order to observe the mechanisms that 274 
underpin ATDCs48,50. For example, more realistic social-ecological coupling may lead to shifts in the 275 
human decisions capable of either shifting an ATDC much closer to the present or avoiding it 276 
completely. Monitoring of real-world systems should therefore capture multiple plausible drivers, 277 
their variability, and their feedbacks to social systems. More ATDCs will occur unexpectedly if the focus 278 
on perceived main drivers ignores other drivers that increase cumulative stress and gradually reduce 279 
the resilience of systems, as exemplified in the lake water regime shift at Erhai, western China28. There, 280 
abrupt lake eutrophication was initially perceived to have been driven by transgression of a threshold 281 
in nutrient enrichment driven by agricultural runoff, but historical analysis has shown that the shift 282 
was also affected by lake water level management, seasonal climate and fish farming44.  283 
 284 
Significant research has focused on identifying early warning metrics linked to critical slowing down 285 
theory which applies primarily to ‘equilibrium’ system states with single, slow drivers51. If, as we 286 
indicate, real world tipping elements are more likely to be driven by multiple, fast drivers and extreme 287 
events, it is less likely that early warning signals in the frequency domain will be observed20,51 for noise-288 
induced thresholds. Certainly, excluding noise from model systems, whilst a potentially useful 289 
simplification for theoretical understanding, risks creating a false sense of security by overestimating 290 
the distance remaining before critical thresholds are breached in the real world where multiple drivers 291 
and noise are abundant27,52. Therefore, alternative approaches to identifying resilience loss in real 292 
systems prior to ATDCs through structural metrics53–55 and early warning signals generated by agent-293 
based models50 should be considered more widely.  294 
 295 
Previous studies of interactions between tipping elements have focused on large scale systems and 296 
suggest significant social and economic costs from the second half of the 21st century onwards42,56.  297 
Our findings suggest the potential for these costs to occur sooner. For example, it is not clear whether 298 
the IPCC’s estimate for a tipping point in the Amazon forest prior to 210011  includes the possibility for 299 
interacting drivers and/or noise; if not, our findings suggest a breakdown may occur several decades 300 
earlier (SI-1). This would occur where local scale failures in elements (such as species populations, fish 301 
stocks, crop yields and water resources) combine with more extreme events (such as wildfires and 302 
droughts) to precondition the large-scale system, already vulnerable to the influence of other large-303 
scale tipping elements, to collapse earlier – a meeting of top-down and bottom-up forces (SI-1). This 304 
vertical integration of forces is reinforced by the rising trend in global warming that already represents 305 
a spatial integrator which may be expected to strengthen before it subsides. Clearly, climate 306 
economics need to incorporate these synergistic and cumulative effects that are occurring at local and 307 



regional scales into larger scale models where they are currently lacking57,58. The dominance of 308 
accelerating trends in global time-series of economic consumption [e.g.9,59] makes our finding that 309 
ramping up the main driver is the easiest way to bring forward an ATDC particularly worrying. Similarly, 310 
the implication for regions experiencing more extreme events is that an ATDC may occur even before 311 
the main driver has ramped up.       312 
 313 
The commonality of findings across four well-studied ecosystems has potentially profound 314 
implications for our perception of future risks associated with the climate and ecological crises. While 315 
it is not currently possible to predict how climate-induced ATDCs and the effects of local human 316 
actions on ecosystems connect across temporal and spatial scales, our findings show the potential for 317 
each to reinforce the other. The ability of present policy and practice to prevent an ever-deepening 318 
vortex of degradation in local and regional ecosystems requires urgent investigation7.   319 
 320 
Methods 321 
 322 

1. Overview of systems models 323 
Here we briefly describe the four previously published models used to investigate the effects of 324 
multiple drivers and noise upon the timing of ATDCs. Each model was replicated and simulated within 325 
the system dynamics software STELLA Architect v.1.6.139, with outputs exported into CSV files as time 326 
series and analysed in the statistical software R v.4.1.060. The models, example data and code used in 327 
the analyses are available via: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7946433.  328 
 329 
The Lake Chilika fishery model21,33 is a social-ecological model designed to simulate the future fish 330 
population and catch trajectories of the Chilika lagoon, Odisha, India. The model is able to explore the 331 
impacts of multiple slower drivers (i.e., fisher population growth and increased rainfall and 332 
temperatures under climate change) and multiple faster drivers (i.e. abrupt changes in fish prices and 333 
fishing gear) on the sustainability and resilience of the fish population until 2100. As described in detail 334 
in 33, the model includes coupling between multiple social and ecological components of the system. 335 
First, the efficiency of fish catch efforts is proportional to the fish population density within the lagoon 336 
(i.e. as fish density declines, catch per unit effort also decreases). Second, as a form of environmental 337 
carrying capacity, the fisher population growth is proportional to the total number of livelihoods 338 
supportable by the overall fishery value, which is derived from the total fish catch in any given month. 339 
Third, fishers may invest their fishing revenues into more intensive fishing gear (i.e. motorboats), 340 
which also has implications for fish catch and fish stock health over time. The model is also able to 341 
simulate multiple natural resource governance approaches (e.g. fishing quotas and alternative 342 
livelihoods), although the model runs conducted here are all under the baseline governance scenario33 343 
(i.e. the tidal outlet between the lagoon and the Bay of Bengal is reopened every ten years to 344 
rejuvenate fish migration and lagoon salinity). The model has been previously validated against 345 
empirical data through standard behaviour matching techniques and Monte Carlo sensitivity 346 
analysis33. The Lake Chilika model is run for a total of 1536 timesteps (months), with each timeseries 347 
aggregated to the annual scale (c.1973-2100). Future trajectories, detailed in Method Sections 2.2-348 
2.4, activate from timestep 504 (i.e. January 2015) after the completion of the historical 349 
parameterisation and validation periods33. 350 
 351 
The Easter Island model aims to explore alternative hypotheses behind the collapse of the Easter 352 
Island civilisation36. The initial parameterisation of the model here is the same as the ‘ecocide’ 353 
configuration detailed in 36. The main internal social-ecological feedback driving model dynamics is 354 
the balancing feedback between human population growth, tree coverage and land clearance, 355 
whereby the overharvesting of the primary resource (palm forest) can lead to overshoot dynamics 356 
and the eventual demise of the human population (i.e. ‘ecocide'). As noted in 36 (p.1): “While it is 357 
obvious that the islanders were not directly living from palm trees, the forest provided several valuable 358 



and difficult to substitute ecological services, including food from fruits and palm nuts, timber to 359 
construct houses and sea-going canoes for fishing”. In addition to this main internal social-ecological 360 
feedback, multiple external variables can be modified to change the speed of human population 361 
growth, including the tree clearance rate per capita, the maximum carrying capacity of the agricultural 362 
system (i.e. to help support human population growth), and the mortality rate of trees (i.e. 363 
representative of potential disease outbreaks). The model is run for 1500 timesteps (years), with 364 
future scenarios active from the first timestep (Method Sections 2.2-2.4). 365 
 366 
The TRIFFID model is a modified version of The Hadley Centre Dynamic Global Vegetation Model, 367 
originally developed by Cox et al.38 to explore the effects of atmospheric CO2 concentrations on the 368 
rate of Amazon dieback. Here we simulate the modified version developed by Ritchie et al.27, which is 369 
based around a central Lotka-Volterra equation describing the change in vegetation coverage as the 370 
primary external driver (local atmospheric temperatures) increases. On any given timestep, the 371 
change in vegetation coverage (dv/dt) is driven by a temperature dependent growth term and an 372 
externally set disturbance rate: 373 = 1 − −     (Equation 1a) 374 =  1 −    (Equation 1b) 375 =  + (1 − )    (Equation 1c) 376 
Where v is the vegetation coverage, Tf is the temperature forcing parameter (Methods Section 2.3), g 377 
is the vegetation growth rate, g0 is the maximum growth rate (2/year), y is the disturbance rate 378 
(Methods Section 2.4), Tl is the local temperature, Topt is the optimal temperature (28°C), β is the half-379 
width of the growth versus temperature curve (10°C) and α is the difference in temperature between 380 
surface bare soil and forest (5°C). Therefore, the growth term is assumed to be parabolic with the local 381 
temperature (Equation 1b), meaning that once the local temperature increases beyond the optimal 382 
temperature, negative tree growth ensues [i.e. additional tree mortality27], which in turn leads to an 383 
increase in temperature (Equation 1c), which may eventually produce the runaway loss in tree 384 
coverage. Although the meaning of the disturbance rate is not specified by Ritchie et al.27, it may proxy 385 
human-induced ecosystem stresses such as deforestation for agricultural land and disease-driven 386 
forest dieback. The model is run for 500 timesteps, with future trajectories active from the first 387 
timestep (Method Sections 2.2-2.4). 388 
 389 
The Lake phosphorus model is a simplified version of the original ‘lake response to P input and 390 
recycling’ model37, as modified by Wang et al.28. The model is designed as a simple ecosystem model, 391 
with lake water phosphorus concentration driven by a generic external phosphorus input (which may, 392 
for example, proxy external inputs from agricultural runoff, sewage, and industrial discharges from 393 
factories, construction sites, and urban areas)61. In turn, lake water phosphorus is recycled back into 394 
the system as an ecological reinforcing feedback loop, proportional to the lake phosphorus 395 
concentration on any given timestep. Phosphorus is also removed from lake waters via sedimentation, 396 
where the volume removed in sediment is proportional to the phosphorus concentration of the lake. 397 
Therefore, on any given timestep, the change in lake phosphorus concentration (dP/dt) equals: 398  = − +      (Equation 2) 399 
Where P is phosphorus concentration, α is phosphorus input rate (Methods Section 2.3), r is the 400 
maximum recycling rate (Methods Section 2.4), s is the phosphorus loss rate (Methods Section 2.4), n 401 
is the strength of the recycling response to phosphorus concentrations (n = 8) and t is time. The model 402 
is run for 1000 timesteps (unitless), with future scenarios active from the first timestep (Method 403 
Sections 2.2-2.4). Given the simplicity of this model, an area for future research could be expanding 404 
the original model to explore how adaptive management mechanisms may help to avoid ecosystem 405 
thresholds, for example, by linking government fertiliser incentives to lake phosphorus levels as the 406 
ecosystem approaches a threshold.  407 
 408 



2. Generation of future scenarios 409 
Using the above models, we performed four in silico experiments (presented visually in Figure 1):  410 

− Experiment #1: only the primary slow driver in each model changes over time, and all other 411 
drivers remain constant (Figure 2 baseline); 412 

− Experiment #2: multiple slow rates, with up to two additional (i.e., ‘secondary’ and ‘tertiary’) 413 
slow trajectories on top of the primary driver changing over time (Figure 2 multiple drivers); 414 

− Experiment #3: the addition of noise to the primary trajectory (Figure 3), with all other drivers 415 
held constant. The magnitude of noise may be either coupled or uncoupled from the 416 
trajectory of the primary driver (Methods Section 2.3); 417 

− Experiment #4: the addition of noise to the primary driver, with up to two additional slow 418 
drivers (Figure 4). The magnitude of noise may be either coupled or uncoupled from the 419 
trajectory of the primary driver (Methods Section 2.3). 420 

In order to survey a wide range of future trajectories (Methods Sections 2.2) and generate a sufficient 421 
number of simulations that collapsed (Methods Section 3), each of the models were ran for the 422 
following number of iterations (including both ‘coupled’ and ‘uncoupled’ settings):  423 

− Chilika fishery: 70,000  424 
− Easter Island: 70,000  425 
− TRIFID: 70,000 426 
− Lake phosphorus: 120,000   427 

In turn, to maximise computational efficiency both in STELLA and in R, the following logic was applied 428 
to the in-built Monte Carlo function in STELLA to automatically generate the four different experiment 429 
types described above (the baseline primary driver always remains ‘on/active’): 430 

− IF µ1 > 0.4 THEN Secondary driver active ELSE Secondary driver remains at default value 431 
− IF µ2 > 0.4 THEN Tertiary driver active ELSE Tertiary driver remains at default value 432 
− IF µ3 > 0.4 THEN Noise active ELSE Noise level remains at zero  433 

Where µ1, µ2 and µ3 represent ‘on switches’, with values randomly sampled from uniform distributions 434 
between 0 and 1 per simulation. The number of simulations per model experiment which showed 435 
ATDCs are detailed in Table S3-1.  436 
 437 
Whilst some insights could be obtained deterministically62, this is not possible for all models (e.g. Lake 438 
Chilika) nor for all experiments (i.e. those involving additional noise). Thus, undertaking these model 439 
runs and analyses of the outputs (below) is the most consistent, feasible approach suitable across all 440 
models and experiments, allowing for comparisons across experiments, as well as investigation of 441 
synergistic impacts – fulfilling our primary aim of investigating the impact of the interaction of fast 442 
drivers, multiple drivers and system noise on the timing of tipping points in ecosystems.  443 
  444 
In order to investigate Experiment #1, each of the four models has one primary baseline driver which 445 
changes from its default value in every simulation: 446 

− Lake Chilika fishery: Fisher population growth rate (net difference between the birth rate per 447 
1000 population and the death rate per 1000 population) 448 

− Easter Island: Tree clearance rate (trees/person/year) 449 
− TRIFFID: local temperature (°C) 450 
− Lake phosphorus: Phosphorus input rate (unitless) 451 

Baseline outputs were generated with the Primary driver active AND the Secondary and Tertiary driver 452 
remaining at its default value AND the Noise level remaining at zero (Table S3-2). In turn, the Monte 453 
Carlo sensitivity analysis function in STELLA randomly samples a future change trajectory for the 454 
primary slow driver per simulation (as plotted on the horizontal axes of Figures 2-4). The primary 455 
trajectory is sampled between the lower and upper limits of uniform distribution bounds, meaning 456 
that there is a uniform likelihood of selecting any given trajectory between the bounds (Table S3-2). 457 
A future change trajectory of ‘0’ would cause no change from the default value; the maximum 458 
trajectory change limits for each of the models can be seen in Table S3-2.  459 
 460 



The built-in STELLA 'TIME’ function generates future scenario trajectories that change linearly over 461 
time (i.e., with a constant gradient over the model horizon). Therefore, the value of the primary driver 462 
at any given timestep equals: 463  , = , ×         464 

(Equation 3) 465 
Where ‘i’ equals the simulation number and ‘t’ equals the timestep (e.g. t = 1, 2, 3... total number of 466 
timesteps in model). Using the Easter Island model as an example: if a maximum tree clearance value 467 
of 7 has been sampled for the given simulation, then its value after 500 timesteps would be equal to 468 
500 x (7/1500) = 2.333. The plausible trajectory funnels for each of the primary drivers are plotted in 469 
Figure S3-1.  470 
 471 
To simulate Experiment #2, ‘secondary’ and ‘tertiary’ driver trajectories are also activated using the 472 
following logic: 473 

− ‘Secondary’: Primary driver active AND Secondary driver active AND Tertiary driver remains 474 
at default value AND Noise level remains at zero OR  475 

− ‘Tertiary’: Primary driver active AND Secondary driver remains at default value AND Tertiary 476 
driver active AND Noise level remains at zero OR  477 

− ‘All’: Primary driver active AND Secondary driver active AND Tertiary driver active AND Noise 478 
level remains at zero 479 

For each model, this specifically involved the following variables (Table S3-2):  480 
− Lake Chilika fishery: (i) Annual rainfall totals and mean near-surface air temperatures, as per 481 

IPCC (2013) climate change projections for the east coast of India (ii) Price of fish per unit (i.e. 482 
Indian rupee/kg), leading to a more commercially-oriented fishery, with an increasing number 483 
of fishers able to upgrade from traditional fishing boats to more intensive motorboats33. 484 

− Easter Island: (i) Agricultural carrying capacity of the system, which enables a higher human 485 
population to be supported per unit of land cleared for agriculture; (ii) The mortality rate of 486 
trees as a proxy for a disease-spread event. 487 

− TRIFFID: (i) Temperature-independent disturbance rate of vegetation coverage, i.e., causes of 488 
forest clearance which are not directly linked to temperature changes (e.g. deforestation). 489 
Note: Due to the small size of the model, TRIFFID does not have a tertiary driver. 490 

− Lake Phosphorus: (i) Rate of phosphorus recycling within the lake environment, (ii) Rate of 491 
phosphorus removal from the lake via sedimentation. 492 

For the Lake Chilika and Easter Island models, these additional drivers are external forcings (similar to 493 
the primary driver). However, since the TRIFFID and Lake phosphorus models are designed with only 494 
a single external forcing, additional drivers were also generated internally by altering parameters that 495 
operate on state variables. Whilst mathematically, internal and external forcings are fundamentally 496 
different things, both potentially impact the state of the system and, ecologically, changing internal 497 
model parameters can act as a proxy for an external process causing that change. For example,  in the 498 
Lake phosphorus model we have a system with a bifurcation in one dimension of slow external forcing 499 
( ) and we additionally vary internal parameters of the system (P recycling rate and P removal rate) 500 
as a proxy for, for example, anthropogenic disturbance impacting the species composition within the 501 
lake63.   502 
 503 
Each of the additional driver trajectories are produced via the same approach as in Equation 3: the 504 
Monte Carlo sensitivity analysis function in STELLA randomly samples a trajectory between the lower 505 
and upper bounds of a uniform distribution for each driver (Table S3-2); in turn, the TIME function 506 
linearly increases the value of the driver from its default value to its sampled trajectory value by the 507 
final timestep of the model horizon.  508 
 509 
In order to produce one secondary trajectory per simulation in the Lake Chilika model, the sampling 510 
of rainfall and temperature trajectories are connected along a linear gradient, ranging from no change 511 



to a combination of +30% rainfall change and +4.5°C temperature change by 2081-2100 relative to 512 
1986-2005 [as per RCP8.5 projections for the east coast of India64]. In STELLA, this is operationalised 513 
by the model variable ‘climate change trend’, with Monte Carlo sensitivity analysis in STELLA randomly 514 
sampling a value between 0 and 1 per simulation. As an illustration, if a value of 0.6 was to be sampled, 515 
then the change in rainfall by 2081-2100 (relative to 1986-2005) would equal 0.6*30(%) = 18%, whilst 516 
the change in temperature would equal 0.6*4.5(°C) = 2.7°C. 517 
 518 
In order to investigate Experiment #3 and Experiment #4, the value of each primary slow driver is 519 
perturbed per timestep by randomly generated noise. We simulate a standard Wiener process to 520 
generate noise, equal to √ × (0,1), where ‘dt’ equals change in time and ‘N(0,1)’ is a normal 521 
distribution with a mean of 0 and standard deviation of one. In turn, the product of the Wiener process 522 
is multiplied by the scaling factor ‘sigma’ (σ), providing an overall level of noise to be added to the 523 
value of the primary driver on any given timestep. As per the future trajectories, the magnitude of ‘σ’ 524 
is randomly sampled once per simulation from uniform distributions, with lower and upper limits 525 
shown in Table S3-2. 526 
 527 
Therefore, building on Equation 3 above, the value of a primary driver at any point in time in 528 
Experiment #3 and Experiment #4 equal: 529  , = , ×        + × √ × (0,1)  530 

 (Equation 4) 531 
Equation 4 as detailed above only refers to the ‘uncoupled’ noise simulations. Therefore, to explore 532 
the effects of ‘coupled’ noise, whereby the magnitude of noise increases with the growth in the 533 
primary driver, 20,000 simulations were run per model spread evenly between Experiments #3 and 534 
#4, with the magnitude of noise coupled to the magnitude of the primary driver trajectory. Given the 535 
differences in the shape of the noise spectrums, we do not directly compare outcomes from the 536 
uncoupled and coupled noise simulations in this study. Instead, the purpose of modelling coupled 537 
noise is to ascertain whether worsening magnitudes of extreme events over time are associated with 538 
earlier ATDCs. In the coupled simulations, Equation 4 is modified to:  539  ,540 = , ×        541 + × √ × (0,1) × ℎ      ,  542 
 543 

 (Equation 5) 544 
For Experiment #3 (single slow driver plus noise), the runs were generated in STELLA39 with the 545 
following logic: Primary driver active AND Secondary driver remains at default value AND Tertiary 546 
driver remains at default value AND Noise active. For experiment 4 (noise plus multiple slow 547 
drivers), the logic used included: 548 

− Primary driver active AND Secondary driver active AND Tertiary driver remains at default 549 
value AND Noise active 550 

− Primary driver active AND Secondary driver remains at default value AND Tertiary driver 551 
active AND Noise active 552 

− Primary driver active AND Secondary driver active AND Tertiary driver active AND Noise 553 
active 554 
 555 

3. Timeseries breakpoint detection 556 
The identification of the timing of the ATDCs in the model runs was a two-step process. 557 
 558 
First, to ensure that we were only analysing model runs that had transitioned (i.e. collapsed) to 559 
quantitatively and qualitatively functionally different states (e.g. fishery collapse, civilisation collapse, 560 



forest dieback or lake eutrophication), we assessed whether model outcomes had crossed a pre-561 
defined threshold at any point over the model horizon. For the three models which observe collapses 562 
in the outcome variable (i.e. Lake Chilika fishery, Easter Island and TRIFFID), model runs were 563 
considered to have reached a collapsed state if the outcome variable reached a value beneath 20% of 564 
its initial value at any point during the simulation. This demarcation is therefore representative of 565 
Type-1 boundaries defined by Dearing et al.40, with the numerical value of the boundary in line with 566 
the concept that fish stocks may be considered collapsed once their biomass falls beneath 20% of the 567 
biomass needed to maintain maximum sustainable yield65,66. In the case of the Lake Chilika fishery 568 
model, which has inbuilt social-ecological feedbacks that may trigger the recovery and later re-569 
collapse of the fishery21,33, we subset the timeseries to the period prior to the first timestep beneath 570 
20% of the initial fish population. As we are only interested in the initial collapse, not sub-setting this 571 
time period would risk capturing subsequent collapses and recoveries in the analysis. 572 
 573 
With lake eutrophication caused by an increase in phosphorus concentrations, a linear threshold 574 
beyond which we could be confident that the model had entered a qualitatively different state could 575 
not be identified. Therefore, as per the approach taken by Drijfhout et al.67 for identifying abrupt 576 
events in global climate models, we adopted a Dearing et al.40 Type-2 boundary to include only 577 
simulations which reached lake phosphorus concentrations greater than four times the standard 578 
deviation (SD) of the pre-ATDC time series. Therefore, runs of the Lake phosphorus model which did 579 
not exceed this 4xSD threshold were not considered to reach phosphorus concentrations sufficiently 580 
outside of the pre-transition envelope of variability, and were therefore excluded from our analysis. 581 
 582 
The second stage of timeseries breakpoint detection used the optimal breakpoint function of the R 583 
package ‘strucchange’ v.1.5-268 to identify ATDC dates in the time series that had successfully met the 584 
above qualifications (i.e. reached an alternative state). As described in Cooper et al.21, the optimal 585 
breakpoint function finds the most significant deviation from stability in classical regression models 586 
(Figure S3-2), whereby regressions coefficients shift from one regime to another. Therefore, the 587 
breakpoint date is taken as the most significant deviation of the outcome variable en route to its 588 
qualitatively and quantitatively alternative state.  589 
 590 

4. Boxplots and output graphs  591 
For each of the experiments (i.e. Methods Sections 2.1-2.3), boxplots were generated to visualise the 592 
distribution of breakpoint dates for each of the slow driver and noise level combinations (Figures 2-593 
4). To standardise the comparisons between experiments, the normalised magnitude (0 → 1) of the 594 
primary trajectories (Table S3-2) for each model was plotted on the horizontal axes. In turn, to 595 
visualise how the breakpoint dates change with the addition of secondary or noisy stresses over the 596 
range of the primary trajectories, model outcomes that tipped (Methods Sections 3.1-3.2) were subset 597 
in the statistical software R between normalised primary trajectory values of 0.25-0.35, 0.45-0.55, and 598 
0.65-0.75. From here, boxplots for each of the driver combinations (e.g. ‘primary only’, ‘primary and 599 
secondary’, etc.) and primary driver subsets (e.g. 0.25-0.35, 0.45-0.55 etc.) were graphed in R using 600 
the package ‘ggplot’ [v.3.3.569]. 601 
 602 
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Figure Legends/Captions (for main text figures) 629 
 630 
Figure 1: Schematic overview of the framework developed to explore the influence of slow driver 631 
trajectories and/or noise on the timing of abrupt threshold-dependent changes (ATDCs): (A) the four 632 
systems models simulated in this study (Methods Section 1); (B) schematic representation of a system 633 
dynamics model (Lake phosphorus model) with its external slow (blue and green) and noisy (red/orange) 634 
drivers depicted in colour (Methods Section 2); (C) depiction of the four experiment types (Methods 635 
Sections 2.1-2.3), ranging from changes in the primary baseline driver only (Experiment #1), changes in 636 
all slow drivers and noise inputs simultaneously (Experiment #4, where ‘a’ and ‘b’ represent noise profiles 637 
that are uncoupled or coupled to the primary driver trajectory, respectively): darker colours 638 
schematically represent steeper trajectories and/or higher noise levels; (D) the two linear techniques 639 
used to check whether outcomes shift into a functionally different state (Methods Section 3.1) – the top 640 
panel is applied to Lake Chilika, Easter Island and TRIFFID, where the systems collapse from high 641 
quantitative outcome states to low quantitative outcome states, and the bottom panel is applied to Lake 642 
phosphorus (where lake phosphorus concentrations shift from low to high); (E) depiction of the 643 
timeseries breakpoint date recognition (Methods Section 3.1). The Easter Island icon in (A) is made by 644 
Roundicons and the remaining three icons are made by Freekpik, as sourced from www.flaticon.com 645 
 646 
Figure 2 – The relationship between the breakpoint date and the primary (baseline) slow driver for the 647 
individual (grey) and multiple (coloured) drivers.  The normalised primary driver trajectories are 648 
apportioned into three discrete ranges: ‘low’ – 0.25-0.35, ‘mid’ – 0.45-0.55, and ‘high’ – 0.65-0.75. . 649 
Subplots: (A) Lake Chilika model, primary slow driver: fisher population growth, secondary driver: 650 
climate change, tertiary driver: fish price; (B) Easter Island model, primary slow driver = tree clearance, 651 
secondary driver: agricultural carrying capacity, tertiary driver: tree mortality; (C) TRIFFID model, 652 
primary slow driver: temperature change, secondary driver: disturbance rate; (D) Lake phosphorus 653 
model, primary slow driver: phosphorus external input, secondary driver: phosphorus recycling rate, 654 
tertiary driver: phosphorus sedimentation rate. Model timestep units: Lake Chilika, Easter Island and 655 
TRIFFID run in years; timesteps in Lake phosphorus are unitless. Boxplots depict the median (50th 656 
percentile), upper quartile (75th percentile) and lower quartile (25th percentile); individual points 657 
represent outliers which fall outside 1.5 times the interquartile range from the lower and upper quartiles 658 
(as depicted by the boxplot whiskers). See Table S3-1 for the number of model simulations underpinning 659 
each boxplot. 660 
 661 
Figure 3 – The relationship between the breakpoint date and the primary slow driver (grey) for varying 662 
levels of uncoupled noise in the primary slow driver (σ), where normalised σ values ≤ 0.333 signify ‘low 663 



noise’ (yellow), normalised σ values > 0.333 and ≤ 0.666 signify ‘mid noise’ (orange), and normalised σ 664 
values > 0.666 signify ‘high noise’ (red; Methods Section 2.3). The normalised primary driver trajectories 665 
are apportioned into three discrete ranges: ‘low’ – 0.25-0.35, ‘mid’ – 0.45-0.55, and ‘high’ – 0.65-0.75. 666 
Subplots: (A) Chilika model outputs, primary slow driver = fisher population growth; (B) Easter Island 667 
model outputs, primary slow driver = tree clearance; (C) TRIFFID model outputs, primary slow driver = 668 
temperature change; (D) Lake phosphorus model outputs, primary slow driver = phosphorus input. 669 
Model timestep units and boxplot dimensions are the same as in Figure 2; see Table S3-1 for the number 670 
of model simulations underpinning each boxplot. 671 
 672 
Figure 4 – The relationship between the breakpoint date and the primary slow driver (grey) when weak 673 
(normalised T values ≤ 0.333) and strong (normalised T values > 0.666) multiple driver trajectories are 674 
combined with weak (normalised σ values ≤ 0.333) and strong (normalised σ values > 0.666) uncoupled 675 
noise (T = trajectory, N = noise).   The normalised primary driver trajectories are apportioned into three 676 
discrete ranges: ‘low’ – 0.25-0.35, ‘mid’ – 0.45-0.55, and ‘high’ – 0.65-0.75. . Subplots: (A) the Chilika 677 
model, primary slow driver = fisher population growth, additional driver: climate change and fish price; 678 
(B) the Easter Island model, primary slow driver = tree clearance, additional drivers: agricultural carrying 679 
capacity and tree mortality; (C) the TRIFFID model, primary slow driver = temperature change, additional 680 
driver: disturbance rate; (D) the Lake phosphorus model, primary slow driver = phosphorus, additional 681 
drivers: phosphorus recycling rate, phosphorus sedimentation rate. Note, the Lake phosphorus model 682 
(subplot D) did not produce any outcomes between the 0.65-0.75 primary driver range within the ‘high 683 
trajectory, high noise’ scenario; however, the median breakpoint date of the adjacent range (0.55-0.65) 684 
is 346. Model timestep units and boxplot dimensions are the same as in Figure 2; see Table S3-1 for the 685 
number of model simulations underpinning each boxplot. 686 
 687 
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